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Google, Samsung both start with the watch, but then wearables agendas diverge 

 Android Wear and Samsung Tizen SDKs target smartwatches as starting point 

 Samsung‟s priority is to control emerging device types, and loosen Google ties 

 Google has even bigger agenda, to define future web experience for „things‟ 

Google and Samsung are the companies which have made Android great, but they often have an 

uneasy relationship with one another, and this was highlighted this week when they both 

launched their software development platforms for wearables. For both giants, wearables such 

as smartwatches are not ends in their own right, but early test products with which to experiment 

with new user experiences. All this investment certainly won‟t be justified by the sales of incre-

mental and innately unnecessary gadgets like watches, but it will lay the foundations for broader 

platforms, encompassing far more significant form factors, and the internet of things, in future. 

 

The two companies have different agendas – Samsung wants to work out which device shapes 

and sizes will hit the big time in wearables and how they will be used; Google‟s primary aim is 

to keep redefining the web processes which underpin its business model, notably search, staying 

a step ahead of challengers and reaching out to new platforms. Those aims could be broadly 

complementary, if the two juggernauts had chosen the same operating system – but this time, 

they have not. So Samsung is trying to take ownership of the next generation device OS by bas-

ing its wearables strategy, at least in part, on Tizen, while Google is tapping into R&D projects 

and acquisitions all over its empire to keep Android, Chrome and the Google web services 

dominant in the age of „things‟. 

 

Wearables offers opportunities for new OSs to challenge Android: 

 

Samsung released its SDK (software developers‟ kit) for wearables, but although its initial Gal-

axy Gear smartwatch did run Android, this kit is not for the Google OS, but for the Korean 

firm‟s other mobile platform, Tizen. This indicates how some companies will admit defeat in 

the battle to hurt Android and iOS on handsets, but will seize back OS control when it comes to 

emerging consumer apps platforms, from smart TVs to cars to wearables. 

 

This may be Samsung‟s strategy. It has built its smartphone dominance on Android, but in the 

past year, its top executives have been very clear that, to ensure future growth and influence, the 

firm needs to become a software powerhouse. It has been hiring new software skills and buying 

start-ups, and it may well feel that it needs its own platform to mimic Apple‟s level of hardware/

software integration. 

 

However, that will be tough to achieve in handsets, where Android is so dominant. Samsung has 

already delayed roll-out dates for promised Tizen models and flagship operator partner NTT 

Docomo of Japan has shelved its own launch indefinitely, saying there is insufficient room for 

another mobile OS in the country. The Korean vendor has also said it will not offer a Tizen 

handset in the US for the foreseeable future. 
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